
When selecting a bold weight for text 
usage, consider these questions:

n   How bold to do you want to go? There 
are bolds, and then there are BOLDS! 
If intended for emphasis in running 
text and for paragraph or bulleted 
point lead-ins, the chosen typeface 
and weight must be bold enough to 
stand out from the body text, but  
not so bold that it causes a visual 
disturbance. For captions or credits, 
make sure the bold you choose is 

legible at the intended size. If, on the 
other hand, the boldface will be used 
for more generously sized folios or 
other larger stand-alone usages,  
black and ultra weights might work 
just fine. 

n   Should you use the same or a different 
typeface? Staying within one typeface 
family for a variety of weights is 
always safe, but it may be a bit conser- 
vative for some purposes. When more 

contrast and typographic variety are 
desired, consider using a bold from a 
different typeface. It can add visual 
interest, personality, and even spice 
to an otherwise under-stated design. 

n   What degree of legibility is called for? 
The various bold weights are spaced 
and designed for different purposes. 
Some are intended for running  
text and therefore provide a greater 
degree of legibility, while others 

Most typeface faMilies suitable for text use include at least one bold weight. A family’s 
bold weights – whether they are called bold, semi- or demi- bold, black or ultra – are an 
important consideration when selecting the right typeface for a job. These weights provide 
options for creating strong contrast for emphasis; defining typographic hierarchy; and formatting 
incidentals such as lead-ins, captions, folios, and credits.
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When using boldface in running text from a family such as DIN Next, choose your degree of 

boldness carefully. For achieving a strong contrast without creating too much disruption, the middle 

example is the most balanced.

The DIN Next™ typeface family has numerous 

subtly graduated weight variants.



(usually the black or ultra weights) 
may have tighter spacing and smaller 
counters, resulting in some decrease 
in legibility. The black and ultra bold 
weights are best suited for use at 
larger sizes, and for shorter uses. 

When using boldface – whether for 
running text, captions, credits, 
subheadings, or other usages – ‘less is 
more’ should be your guideline. By 
keeping any bold usage brief, it will 
stand out more, be easier to read, and 
result in a more balanced, pleasing  
and effective design. 

Last but not least, be sure to check –  
and increase as necessary – the overall 
letterspacing of any bold text usage. 
Most bold weights have progressively 
tighter spacing than their lighter 
counterparts and therefore may need to 
be opened up a bit at smaller sizes for 
better color, texture and legibility.  n 

Guidelines for bold type in text (cont.) 

Fontology is a trademark of Monotype Imaging and may be registered in certain jurisdictions.

Consider using a bold weight from a different 

family for text subheadings and lead-ins, to add 

contrast and typographic variety.

Some bolds have diminished legibility at smaller 

sizes. The Avenir® Next typeface family’s heavy 

(upper) is an example of this, while the bold 

weight (lower) remains quite legible at this size.

Bolds that are intended for larger settings 

usually have tighter letterspacing. When using 

one for text settings, opening the letterspacing 

will improve readability, as shown here in the 

ITC Conduit™ typeface family’s extra bold.


